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CAPTCHA
Its Negative Impact
and why bot mitigation is a

better alternative

FRAUD PROTECTION



AS MUCH AS CAPTCHA
CODES SEEM NECESSARY, A
STUDY BY RESEARCHERS AT
STANFORD FOUND THEY
REDUCE FORM CONVERSIONS
BY UP TO 40 PERCENT. 
STOPPING BOTS FROM SPAMMING A WEBSITE IS VITAL, BUT IT
DOESN'T NEED TO BE AT THE EXPENSE OF THE USER
EXPERIENCE AND CONVERSIONS

Oh no! Not another webform asking, "Are you human?" before allowing us to

submit information. CAPTCHA codes challenge us to enter text or click on

pictures of traffic lights to prove we're a human being, rather than a robot

filling out a form or entering our payment information.

But is there a cost to using them? As much as CAPTCHA codes seem

necessary, a study by researchers at Stanford found they reduce form

conversions by up to 40 percent.

Sources:

https://www.inc.com/entrepreneurs-organization/3-website-form-errors-that-can-cost-millions-and-how-to-fix-them.html 

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/burszstein_2010_captcha.pdf
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What's Wrong With Captcha?

When Google first introduced Captcha, it was a
relatively easy puzzle for humans to solve, but
which presented difficulties for bots. Today,
bots are much more sophisticated. As a result,
Google has been forced to make its Captcha
challenges progressively more complex. To
combat the Captcha complexity, hackers have
invested in “Captcha farms” that employ
thousands of freelancers to solve Captcha’s
manually.

BOT
SOPHISTICATION
AND CAPTCHA
FARMS

ABANDONMENT

Captcha complexity has resulted in soaring
Captcha refusal rates and Captcha
abandonment as users  become increasingly
frustrated by having to find all the images of
traffic lights, crosswalks and automobiles in a
series of pictures.

Converting site visitors to sales or opt-ins is hard
enough, without presenting an additional
barrier at a key moment when your potential
customer is about to enter their credit card
details. (CAPTCHA codes reduce form
conversions by up to 40% according to a study
by researchers at Stanford University).

CONVERSIONS

https://web.stanford.edu/~jurafsky/burszstein_2010_captcha.pdf


WHAT DOES
PRISTINE

TRAFFIC DO?

Pristine Traffic's Captcha Alternative

HOW
ACCURATE IS

OUR
MACHINE

LEARNING?

We apply an edge of network Machine
Learning application to each and every visitor
to determine if the site visitor is really human.
We perform hundreds of backgrounds checks
on your visitors using our cloud based services
and we track each visitor until they reach the
payment gateway. 

By the time the visitor reaches your payment
gateway we’ve catalogued visitor’s activity and
undertaken deep forensic fingerprinting to
validate if the traffic is coming from an
automated source or not.

Our Machine Learning is based around a risk
score for each and every one of your visitors. In
the vast majority of cases we can determine if
the visitor is automated or not with an
extremely high degree of accuracy. In order to
prevent any legitimate customers from being
blocked automatically, we only block clients if
we are 100% certain the traffic is automated. 

Our 14-day Free trial allows eCommerce
merchant a period of time to monitor their
customer traffic, and prove that the blocked
visitors are actually automated.
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Cybercriminals often bulk test credit card lists
against a payment gateway with a micro-
transaction or even just to get an approval which
validates the card’s acceptance. These credit card
lists are often massive and hackers automate the
card spinning process through the use of bots. 

Our Machine learning detects these scripts and
blocks access at the source of the automated
traffic.

Payment gateways are the conduit to the
merchant account provider or bank. They're
designed to make the acceptance of credit cards,
debit cards and alternative forms of payment easy
for the e-commerce site to accept. Inadequate
defenses against malicious bot activity can flood
the payment gateway with authorization attempts
which can overload the gateway, leading to
declined transactions, lost revenue, disputes,
cancellations and damage the customer
relationship. In extenuating circumstances, the
gateway provider, processor or bank can suspend
or even terminate the organization's accounts.

Our AI and Machine learning detects these attacks
and blocks access at the source of the automated
traffic.
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PAYMENT
GATEWAY
ATTACKS

CREDIT CARD
SPINNING
DETECTION

eCommerce Bot Threat Mitigation
The Threat

How We Mitigate This Threat

The Threat

How We Mitigate This Threat

Pristine Traffic



Shopping carts are particularly vulnerable to malicious
bots that can impersonate buyers and add items into the
shopping cart, removing them from inventory.
Competitors using bots can make purchasing more
difficult for legitimate customers by tying up the
shopping cart. Bots can be used to lock product launch
and special offer pricing on the website. Then the
competitor can organize a flash sale on social media for
the same special pricing on their site. By diverting the
target site's buyers to their site, they pocket the price
differential. Shopping cart abuse can also be used to
impact advertising and click-throughs by showing a
particular product or offer is "sold-out" on the targeted e-
commerce site, but available on a competing site.

Our Machine learning detects these malicious bots and
prevents them from impersonating buyers by blocking
them at the edge of the network.

eCommerce Bot Threat Mitigation
Pristine Traffic

ACCOUNT
TAKEOVER
ATTEMPTS

(ATO'S)

SHOPPING
CART ABUSE

The Threat

How We Mitigate This Threat

The Threat
Account Takeover Attempts (ATO's) are a significant
problem for e-commerce sites. A form of ID theft, ATO's
access a site's user/customer accounts in an attempt to
use them to make unauthorized purchases or initiate
unauthorized transactions on another site.

Our Machine learning detects these ATO attempts and
prevents them by blocking them at the edge of the
network.

How We Mitigate This Threat
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Site Visitor Identification
How Pristine Traffic Works
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Visitor Authentication Process
How Pristine Traffic Works

Residing at the edge of network, our AI engine reads your weblogs and
performs multi-factor authentication on each site visitor and bot,
comparing them to our database and categorizing which bots are visiting
your site and why.

Your verified access list (your "pristine traffic") determines which bots and
human traffic sources can visit your site and by auto-generating blocking
rules we're able to stop the bad bots before they reach your website.

Our Machine Learning engine provides you with the real-time insight you
need to optimize your sales pipeline to ensure that the only traffic coming
to your site is "pristine traffic".
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How Pristine Traffic Works

Our 4 Stage Pristine Traffic Process
Filtering Your Unwanted and Malicious Bot Traffic So That

Only “Pristine Traffic” Remains
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About eCommerce Bots

Good Bots vs. Bad Bots
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About eCommerce Bots

The 2 Types of Bad Bots

"Generalized Bots" are the much more
common bots. Often attackers will use
them as a site penetration test to see
how difficult it is to penetrate a site's
initial security layer. If their bots
successfully breach a site's defenses,
attackers will be much more likely to
prioritize the site as a candidate for
writing a custom bot. This enables
attackers to allocate their resources
against websites that have proven
easier to compromise.

Generalized Bots

Custom Bots
"Custom Bots" are typically written to
attack sites that have been successfully
penetrated by generalized bots.
Because they're written to attack a
specific website, they require more
resources and have limited use (they
only work on your website). Since
they're built for specific attacks, they
often cause the most damage. A
verified access list provides a simple
and cost-effective way to protect your
online business.
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About eCommerce Bots

Cybercriminal eCommerce Attacks
Hackers will deploy generalized bots, which perform a scan of a
website and online infrastructure looking for vulnerabilities they
can penetrate. On the surface, these “crawler bots” appear
harmless, behaving in a similar manner to Googlebots. They
simply crawl a site, page by page reviewing its content. This first
stage, reconnaissance work, enables cybercriminals to automate
their penetration testing in bulk. The resulting vulnerabilities are
categorized and targeted through custom bots designed to
penetrate the specific vulnerabilities.

Attackers use generalized bots to crawl websites in bulk. They
simply load domain names into their crawl scripts. These scripts
automatically identify and catalog site vulnerabilities. The bots
move on from sites they cannot readily penetrate, those without
easily identifiable vulnerabilities. This allows hackers to focus
their attention on the easier targets.

Cybercriminals don't initially target specific sites. For e-
commerce attacks, hackers may have lists of hundreds of
thousands or even millions of credit card details. They'll target
sites with a payment gateway in an attempt to hijack the
gateway to see which cards in their database are valid. Allowing
automated bots to access the payment gateway URL, which
creates an opportunity for malicious activity.

Bot Attacks Are Automated

Login And Access Targeting
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Why Pristine Traffic?
We provide you with a dedicated subscription service that only allows the bot
visitors you want onto your web site, so you can deal with the others. Once you have
locked down your website to prevent these unauthorized bot visitors, they won’t be
able to report any vulnerabilities back to the cybercriminals. While our service can’t
protect you from every single attack, it is a cost-effective and vital first layer of
protection. Just like the car thief – they will move onto an easier target.

24/7 Protection

The Pristine Traffic Platform Offers:

Automated protection for customer
websites and APIs from potential

malicious bot threats 24/7

Edge Of Network Blocking
All visitor traffic is run through our

machine learning, multi-factor
authentication engine. This ensures
that unauthorized bots are blocked

and potentially malicious bots
identified at the network edge,

before they reach a website. What
remains is a site's "Pristine Traffic".

Non-Network Load
Out-of-Line platform (edge of

Network) that causes no network
slowdowns, and doesn’t add

another layer of risk, or require
major infrastructure changes Easy Integration

Pristine Traffic works seamlessly with
Content Distribution Networks (CDNs)

and Firewalls, such as Amazon AWS
CloudFront and Cloudflare without an

install. Integration is at the edge of
the network, with your existing WAF,

DDos and other security layers.

Month to Month
Pristine Traffic is a month-to-month
service and may be cancelled at any

time prior to the next month's
billing.

Frictionless Guarantee
Pristine Traffic guarantees its

deployment will have zero impact
upon site performance and

conversions.

14 Day Free Trial
Non credit card required,

Money Back Guarantee
No questions asked money back
guarantee on last month billed.
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Each online merchant is provided a live trustmark which identifies
the site's deployment of Pristine Traffic's bot mitigation service and
the site's real time license status.

The trustmark links to Pristine Traffic's Trust Mark identification
page which confirms and  displays the URL's license status for the
visitor. 

Trust Mark Statuses:

Online merchants can deploy Captcha onto their sites during the
payment processors underwriting process and remove it after
approval and final onbaording.

To prevent this circumvention, Pristine Traffic provides payment
processors with a real time search query of our registered URLs.

Live Trustmark Processor Validation

Real Time License Query For Payment Processors
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Pristine Traffic is a risk-free bot mitigation platform for e-Commerce

Risk Free For eMerchants

Pristine Traffic is a month-to-
month service and may be

cancelled at any time prior to
the next month's billing.

Pristine Traffic guarantees its
deployment will have zero impact

upon site performance and
conversions.

No questions asked money
back guarantee on last

month billed.

14 day
free trial

Month to Month

Frictionless Guarantee14 Day Free Trial

No credit card required,

Money Back Guarantee



a BigIdeas.ai, Inc Company

20C Trolley Square
Wilmington DE, 19806

t. 866.971.2171
w. PristineTraffic.com
e. info@pristinetraffic.com


